In this version of Bus Boss, all players start at EXETER. The Ferry to Dartmouth is treated as part of the bus route.

Special Runs:
1, 2 = Cornwall. 3, 4 = Somerset. 5 = Dorset. 6 = Plymouth or Exeter.

Access to Somerset: any of the 6 points across the border. To Dorset: Lyme Regis. To Cornwall: Saltash, Launceston, Bude, or the point 1 west of Tavistock.

Bus Boss is a Rostherne Game, originally developed by D G Watts in 1985. Rostherne Games now belongs to:
Mr T Clarke, 24 Anglessea Rd, IPSWICH IP1 3PP. T: 01473 280310
These "Trial" maps, designed by D G Watts, are intended for postal play. They are produced by permission of Mr. Clarke.
For the full game, contact Mr. Clarke.
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